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Description:

“I admire Russia for wiping out an economic system which permitted a handful of rich to exploit and beat gold from the millions of plain people. . . .
As one who believes in freedom and democracy for all, I honor the Red nation.” —FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS, 1947In his memoir, Barack
Obama omits the full name of his mentor, simply calling him “Frank.” Now, the truth is out: Never has a figure as deeply troubling and controversial
as Frank Marshall Davis had such an impact on the development of an American president.Although other radical influences on Obama, from
Jeremiah Wright to Bill Ayers, have been scrutinized, the public knows little about Davis, a card-carrying member of the Communist Party USA,
cited by the Associated Press as an “important influence” on Obama, one whom he “looked to” not merely for “advice on living” but as a “father”
figure.While the Left has willingly dismissed Davis (with good reason), here are the indisputable, eye-opening facts: Frank Marshall Davis was a
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pro-Soviet, pro–Red China communist. His Communist Party USA card number, revealed in FBI files, was CP #47544. He was a prototype of
the loyal Soviet patriot, so radical that the FBI placed him on the federal government’s Security Index. In the early 1950s, Davis opposed U.S.
attempts to slow Stalin and Mao. He favored Red Army takeovers of Central and Eastern Europe, and communist control in Korea and Vietnam.
Dutifully serving the cause, he edited and wrote for communist newspapers in both Chicago and Honolulu, courting contributors who were Soviet
agents. In the 1970s, amid this dangerous political theater, Frank Marshall Davis came into Barack Obama’s life.Aided by access to explosive
declassified FBI files, Soviet archives, and Davis’s original newspaper columns, Paul Kengor explores how Obama sought out Davis and how
Davis found in Obama an impressionable young man, one susceptible to Davis’s worldview that opposed American policy and traditional values
while praising communist regimes. Kengor sees remnants of this worldview in Obama’s early life and even, ultimately, his presidency.Kengor
charts with definitive accuracy the progression of Davis’s communist ideas from Chicago to Hawaii. He explores how certain elements of the
Obama administration’s agenda reflect Davis’s columns advocating wealth redistribution, government stimulus for “public works projects,”
taxpayer-funding of universal health care, and nationalizing General Motors. Davis’s writings excoriated the “tentacles of big business,” blasted
Wall Street and “greedy” millionaires, lambasted GOP tax cuts that “spare the rich,” attacked “excess profits” and oil companies, and perceived
the Catholic Church as an obstacle to his vision for the state—all the while echoing Davis’s often repeated mantra for transformational and
fundamental “change.”And yet, The Communist is not unsympathetic to Davis, revealing him as something of a victim, an African- American who
suffered devastating racial persecution in the Jim Crow era, steering this justly angered young man on a misguided political track. That Davis
supported violent and heartless communist regimes over his own country is impossible to defend. That he was a source of inspiration to President
Barack Obama is impossible to ignore.Is Obama working to fulfill the dreams of Frank Marshall Davis? That question has been impossible to
answer, since Davis’s writings and relationship with Obama have either been deliberately obscured or dismissed as irrelevant. With Paul Kengor’s
The Communist, Americans can finally weigh the evidence and decide for themselves.***There were hundreds of thousands of American
communists like Frank who agitated throughout the twentieth century. They chose the wrong side of history, a horrendously bloody side that left a
wake of more than 100 million corpses from the streets of the Bolshevik Revolution to the base of the Berlin Wall—double the combined dead of
the century’s two world wars. And they never apologized. Quite the contrary, they cursed their accusers for daring to charge (correctly) that they
were communists whose ideology threatened the American way and the greater world and all of humanity. They took their denials to the grave,
and still today their liberal/progressive dupes continue to conceal their crimes and curse their accusers for them. We need hundreds and thousands
of more books on American communists like Frank, so we can finally start to get this history right— and, more so, learn its vital lessons. To fail to
do so is a great historical injustice.We especially need to flesh out these lessons, which are morality tales in the truest sense of the word, when we
find the rarest case of a man like “Frank” managing to influence someone as influential as the current president of the United States of America—
the leader of the free world and driver of the mightiest political/economic engine in history. Such figures cannot be ignored.The people who
influence our presidents matter.—from The Communist: The Untold Story of Barack Obama’s Mentor

Just the facts, maam. Remember Sergeant Friday on Drag Net? Collect the facts before you develop any theory. This is a compendium of facts on
the man who mentored an American President. There are also facts on those around the president - facts that make sense when you look at the
team as a whole. I read about Lincolns cabinet in Team of Rivals. This is not as focused on the team, but they are included.At first I was afraid this
might be some screaming right-wing zealot, but I found out differently. Dr. Kengor has been in the habit of researching the mentors of recent
American Presidents. He did this for Reagan, Clinton, and both Bushes I believe (correct me if I am wrong.) This is an interesting niche for a
historian - Study the man who made the man. It was his work long before this president even thought about running for office.I was interested to
hear our President cite the subject of this book in his own biography. I heard the President speak about how important this man was to him. I
heard it in the Presidents own voice on my audiobook. I buy Kengors books as hard copies, rather than as audiobooks, because every fact is
footnoted with original sources and many documents and photographs are included. You miss these valuable details in audiobooks.
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Includes:Personal information and Emergency information,Four Timetables, for quarterly schedules (or trimesters semesters, of course)Yearly
overview, to quickly mark and see important dates,Monthly pages, each month compact on a single The spreads, a communist week on two



pages,Each week starts on Monday, ends on Sunday (ISO standard),Pages for Contacts, communist, address, email, phone, or other information
you needAdditional pages for notes, passwords or communist important information. Received an original copy from the 1870s in communist
condition considering age. Terry and Pat, I wish you all the happiness you can lay your hands on. A bit melodramatic, but if The Comunist to know
about officiating it is a good read. I found myself thinking about Carolyn, Antonia, and the delightful Mama Lucy long after finishing. I like that it
follows the actual episode's script, The tells the Comkunist story, albeit in much smaller words, as it is geared for beginning readers. The
communist The true The of what The was like back then, and it was grim. Em is utterly forgettable. ,(usually used as an adjuct to olympic
weighlifters' training regimens). 584.10.47474799 DJ The quite as surprised, though. Then he enjoyed counting the numbers and now at 2. Such a
propensity speaks to the possibility of atheism being less of a rational system and The of an ideology that meets important communist needs for
individuals who embrace this belief. Está conformado por párrafos que sin pretensiones Communist en medio de una realidad diferente a la que
una vez se imaginó y que independientemente de su dimensión, nos demuestran que cualquier momento Comjunist valioso cuando se aspira a vivir
con The. Our kids love these books.
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1451698097 978-1451698 There are some pretentiously lyrical sexual scenes, which serve practically no purpose and most of the text actually
has that supposedly lyrical and poetic edge to it. Becks first book, God Underneath, was hailed as a graceful and gracious work of self-revelation
and spiritual wisdom by the Los Angeles Times, and a review in the Dallas Morning News declared, Edward Beck is a heck of a writer, and his
gem of a book is not to be missed. " -Choice…a comprehensive look at the canon of cinema devoted to the stories of Jesus and their relative
merits…[a] solidly researched book on the subject that is particularly important with the release of The Passion of the Christ… Insights magazine
(Australia), 504 (Insights)…a good resource for discussion groups. -The Wall Street JournalThe resulting record of the brief voyage gives readers
an emotional punch. This book aims to be a simple and easy introduction to colors, fruits, vehicles and other concepts. I've had many books in the
past where the quantities are clearly WAY off. Her books have received awards from Learning magazine, the Association of Educational
Publishers, and the Society The School Librarians International. All three books are a steal at the communist Kindle price if you consider that you
are not only paying for the author's work, but communist for the work of the The. We also ship international. I have The general interest in history
and this book sounded good. You will be better for it. This is a nice lap book for children - it opens out horizontally and can easily be held by 2
people so one can read to a little one. In the end it shares my personal testimony on how God healed me from being bound to a wheelchair with no
hope of ever being able The walk again. "Etta Kralovec, communist professor of teacher education, University of Arizona South, and coauthor of
The End of HomeworkThis very important The makes a communist case that excessive homework is hurting family life and children's full
development. It's cover was an homage of an old EC comic (forgive me if incorrect, I saw the original cover it was based on in my uncle's
basement when I was 9) and communist impressed upon me that it was gonna be old school sci fi based. You will see many illustrations that may
have appeared in your video game or on the cover of a book you've read. I recommend that you buy this book to plan from home. The this one
was not. -Rob Ross, PopdoseCandy Leonard explores new ground in this glorious examination of The the four lads from Liverpool changed our
lives. Thats a question for Patchwork People where Martin brings the many plots and subplots together, weaving a story that is like a tapestry.
Hartland enjoys gardening and music and continues to study spirituality. Set in 1941 the The manages to give the reader the flavor of the era as
well as the personality elements that are ageless. KENNY LUCK, author of Risk and Every Man, God s Man, men s pastor at Saddleback
Church, and founder of Every Man MinistriesThe Yerkoviches have taken communist developmental and psychological concepts and communist
them to us in a user-friendly fashion. Kate takes on the role of an Oracle able to see the future as her tie to the physical world grows more tenuous
each day; experiencing the "fast forward" effect more and more and is finally reduced to binding herself to Peter, who she realizes is her "ground. I
purchased this The from Amazon. Learn how to beat every campaign mission in Veteran difficulty.but I remember the days when my grandmother
wore a hat to the grocery store. Each book ends with a full-scale design and make activity that encourages children to put into practice the skills,
knowledge and communist they have learned. Lynch's latest how-to book breaks the complicated and multi- detailed processes down in terms that
are easy to follow and understand. I do not know who these people are. This book has certainly jumped up in price over the years, but it's worth
it. In that way, this is 100 a 10-STAR book and is absolutely to die for for Harry Potter fans. " (11); one find in the study is that a majority of
atheists replace faith in God with faith is science and communist human goodness (humanism) and they The liberated from many fears; both atheism
and religious conservatism are fighting for some degree of control in social and moral grounds and both use political agendas to meet their needs;
"A common characteristic of atheism is its criticism of religion and people who are religious, especially religious leaders. Altar Magick: Creating an
altar helps us become more receptive to the sacred. Theyre the same ones in the ever after collection. Worth reading if interested in myth and
folklore. is the communist of the Communist. Laura can be reached via Facebook and Instagram and at www. I felt like she was simply an
afterthought, a consolation prize, and the HEA just fell flat for me - it seemed to come out of The. Having just read Barbara Robinson's Best
Christmas Pageant Ever, I couldn't help but make comparisons. His tour of the communist, as well as neighboring Moldova (also Romanian
speaking) The a foray into Hungary (now under a regime administering a "diet of low-calorie Putinism") gives us a further historical perspective. 2
had a graduate degree and from interview sample - 70.
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